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DISSECTING ROOM

Untitled 3
Claire Felstead

Physical

I’m at her right side, stooping over the bed.
Her arm dances a rotating, pronating ballet,
the radial hump and hard straight metacarpal
ribs outlined as her hand grasps mine, familiar
as illustrations in dog-eared Cunningham’s.
Muscles close on muscles, tendons brace briefly,
thumbs wrap, skin on skin, hers cool and papery thin
at the pulp; some moisture, a little tremor: hers or mine?
She rests her head back on fresh puffed pillows, watches me
count the wrist pulse pushing its sheath toward my fingers.
The carotid rises up from her chest inlet and falls again 
like the tide: more anatomy. The nurse turns down the sheet,
helps her drop her nightgown to the waist. The skin
over her breasts is dappled with brown marks like leaf fall.
My legs and back are braced and already aching:
I haven’t learned yet this is sit-down work.
I’m gangly with my virgin stethoscope, but remember
to rub it on my coat to take the chill off the metal.
I hear sounds I think I am supposed to hear
that were only strange words in textbooks.
Does she know I haven’t done this before?

John Graham-Pole
Gainesville, Florida, USA

In 1929, Christiaan Eijkman and
Frederick Hopkins shared the
Nobel Prize in Physiology or

Medicine for their work on vitamins.
Hopkins (figure, left) was born in

Eastbourne, England, and studied at
the University of London and Guy’s
Hospital, London. In 1902, he joined
Trinity College, Cambridge, where,
from 1914, he headed the new bio-
chemistry department.

Hopkins discovered tryptophan,
glutathione, and xanthine oxidase,

and made contributions to
protein and uric acid bio-
chemistry. He showed that
when animals were fed only
on aminoacids, carbohy-
drates, fats, and salts, they
had severe growth failure.
In a historic publication of
1912, he described how
even small amounts of
milk restored growth. He
concluded that natural
foods contained “essential,
growth-promoting, accessory factors”
(vitamins).

Eijkman (figure, right) was
born in Nijkerk, the
Netherlands. In 1886 he went
with a team to Java (Dutch East
Indies) to do research on
beriberi—then rampant in the
Far East. As he would say later,
“a chance happening” put him
on the right research track.
A group of chickens near the
army hospital developed a
beriberi-like illness. Eijkman

found that the birds had
been fed the polished rice
meant for the military.
When their feeds were
changed to unpolished
rice, the birds improved.

Eijkman then experi-
mented on some prison
inmates and showed that
human beriberi could
also be cured by eating
unpolished rice. Initially
he postulated that rice

husks countered a toxin in the pol-
ished rice, but subsequently, others
showed that the anti-beriberi factor
was thiamin (vitamin B1).

The Polish chemist Casimir Funk
coined the term “vitamine”, to
describe the “vital amines” in natural
foods. Since they were not all amines,
the term was later changed to 
“vitamin”.

Tonse N K Raju
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1929: Christiaan
Eijkman

(1858–1930) and
Frederick Hopkins

(1861–1947)
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